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Review
Nanoplasmonic waveguides: towards applications in
integrated nanophotonic circuits
Yurui Fang1,2 and Mengtao Sun1
The properties of propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) along one-dimensional metal structures have been investigated for
more than 10 years and are now well understood. Because of the high confinement of electromagnetic energy, propagating SPPs have
been considered to represent one of the best potential ways to construct next-generation circuits that use light to overcome the speed
limit of electronics. Many basic plasmonic components have already been developed. In this review, researches on plasmonic
waveguides are reviewed from the perspective of plasmonic circuits. Several circuit components are constructed to demonstrate the
basic function of an optical digital circuit. In the end of this review, a prototype for an SPP-based nanochip is proposed, and the
problems associated with building such plasmonic circuits are discussed. A plasmonic chip that can be practically applied is expected
to become available in the near future.
Light: Science & Applications (2015) 4, e294; doi:10.1038/lsa.2015.67; published online 5 June 2015
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INTRODUCTION
The technologies of semiconductor integrated circuits and modern
electronic integrated devices are rapidly approaching their fundamental
limits in terms of both speed and data transmission rate (DTR).1 One of
the promising solutions to these problems is using light rather than
electrons in the functional processing components.2 However, the feas-
ibility of fabricating nanoscale photonic devices may be limited because
the diffraction limit of light is dominant when the size of a photonic
device is close to or smaller than the wavelength of light in the material.
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), electromagnetic waves coupled to
charge oscillation at the metal dielectric interface, can circumvent the
diffraction limit and achieve localisation of electromagnetic energy in
nanoscale regions that are considerably smaller than the wavelengths of
light in the material.3 The electromagnetic field perpendicular to the
interface between metal and dielectric decays exponentially with dis-
tance from the metal surface while maintaining the long-range propaga-
tion of electromagnetic energy along the surface. This essential feature
of SPPs can enable the fabrication of photonic components and optical
signal processing devices at the sub-wavelength scale.
Surface plasmons (SPs) include the localised type (localised surface
plasmons, LSPs) and propagating type (propagating surface plasmon
polaritons, PSPPs). For the purpose of optical signal transportation
and nanophotonic circuits, only PSPPs will be considered in this review,
and they are referred to as SPPs hereafter. Because of the unique prop-
erties of tightly confined SPPs on metal structures, various types of metal-
lic nanostructures, such as nanoparticle chains,4–7 thin metal films,8 metal
slits,9 grooves,10 chemically synthesised metal nanowires (NWs)11–13
and sharp metal wedges,14 have been used to guide SPPs for potential
nanophotonic devices. Recently, simple plasmonic circuits composed of
nanogaps on metal surfaces have been developed.15–17 In this article, we
review recent development on plasmonic waveguides and plasmonic
devices, mainly focus on plasmonic components related to digital circuits
and try to find a way to total plasmonic chip, which is expected to have
much higher speed, broader bandwidth, smaller size and lower energy
consumption. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2, several one-dimensional plasmonic waveguides are reviewed.
In Section 3, the basic components for a circuit are proposed. These
include plasmonic light sources, modulators, gates, three-state gates,
switches and detectors. In Section 4, a prototype of an SPP-based nano-
chip is presented. Finally, a way to build plasmonic chips and related
problems and techniques are discussed. A summary and perspective is
given at the end of this review.
SPP WAVEGUIDES
Various types of plasmonic waveguides have been proposed in recent
years, including metal nanoparticle chains, metal films, metal/insu-
lator/metal (MIM) slabs, chains of nanoparticles, NWs, metal grooves,
metal strips, metal wedges, MIM gaps, hybrid Bragg waveguide and
wire/spacer/film MIM structures. All of these waveguides can confine
electromagnetic energy tightly near the interface, beyond the diffrac-
tion limit of light.18 In this review, we only focus on one-dimensional
structures, as they are necessary for the integration of a plasmonic
circuit. Figure 1 shows four types of typical plasmonic waveguides
that can support the long-distance propagation of SPPs. Chemical
synthesised NWs have low loss because of their single crystal structure
and smooth surface (Figure 1a).12 The basic modes of wires can be
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described by the Bessel function of a cylinder,19 and the propagation of
the SPPs on a metal wire can form a helix propagating beat20–22 whose
period is related to the wire radius, as shown in Figure 1a(iii) and
1a(iv). When the wire is placed on a substrate, faster and slower modes
on top and bottom of the wire appear respectively.23 For the metal
groove waveguide (Figure 1b), there exists a fundamental mode and
higher modes, which are called channel plasmon polariton (CPP)
modes.24,25 The energy can be confined to different positions in the
groove depending on the modes (wavelengths). The modes and pro-
pagation distance can be tuned through the taper angle. To effectively
guide the SPPs, the depth of the groove should not be considerably
smaller than the penetration depth of the fundamental mode.
Figure 1b(i) and 1b(ii) shows a typical groove waveguide.
Figure 1a(iii) shows the field distribution of basic modes and the
dispersion relationships of different modes and guides.26 For the dou-
ble-strip waveguide, the basic mode is similar to the lower energy
mode of an MIM structure; the surface charges are opposite on two
sides and oscillate along the propagation direction, as shown in
Figure 1c(iii).27 The wedge waveguide is highly similar to the groove
guide, but the energy is confined to the edge. The localisation can be
controlled by the taper angle.24 A smaller angle will increase the loca-
lisation (Figure 1d).28 The nanoslot is highly similar to the double
strips, and thus, we will not describe it further.
Not all of the one-dimensional waveguides are suitable for plasmo-
nic circuits. The nanoparticle chains are consumed in fabrication and
have high dissipative loss. The single strips are also highly dissipative
because of their rough surfaces.
SPP WAVEGUIDE-BASED COMPONENTS AND DEVICES
Many devices have been developed based on the waveguide introduced
above. In the following section, we explain that nearly all of the basic
digital components and other necessary devices composing a complex
functional circuit have already been developed. These devices include
plasmonic lasers, plasmonic modulators, AND NOR gates, triple
gates, control switches, routers, photon-electric converters and other
useful devices, such as Mach–Zehnder Interferometers (MZIs). These
plasmonic components are analogous to traditional electronic devices.
The advantage is that all of the principles of electronics can be directly
used to construct a plasmonic circuit without developing a new theory
(e.g. quantum computation).
Plasmonic laser as a nanolight source
A light source at the nanometre scale is necessary to build a plasmonic
circuit. Due to the diffraction limit of light, the coupling of the external
light will occupy a considerable amount of space and will be inef-
ficient. In addition, the size of a pure semiconductor NW-based laser
device is restricted and not easy to integrate into a plasmonic wave-
guide circuit.29–31 Thus, to build an ultracompact laser at the nano-
metre scale, one strategy is to make use of surface plasmons. Xia et al.
experimentally achieved plasmonic lasers that can support optical
modes at the nanometre scale, and their physical size can also be
considerably smaller than photonic lasers. This surface-plasmon-
based nanolaser has been developed as part of the system of semi-
conductor NW on a metal film with a spacer supporting high optical
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Figure 1. (a) Metal wire SPP waveguide. (i) Scheme and optical image of wire waveguide (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 12  2005, APS); (ii) near-field
image of wire waveguide; (iii) propagating mode of wire waveguide; (iv) wire radius-dependent beating period (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 21  2008,
APS). (b) Metal groove SPP waveguide. (i) SEM images of groove waveguide (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 26  2006, NPG); (ii) optical images of groove
waveguide; (iii) the basic modes and dispersion relation of groove waveguide (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 24  2006, OSA). (c) Metal strips SPP
waveguide. (i) SEM image of double-strip waveguide; (ii) optical image of double-strip waveguide; (iii) near-field phase shows the mode of double-strip waveguide
(Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 27 2011, NPG). (d) Metal wedge SPP waveguide. (i) AFM and near-field image of wedge waveguide; (ii) the mode size and
propagation length of wedge waveguide; (iii) basic mode of wedge waveguide (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 28  2008, OSA). SEM, scanning electron
microscope; AFM, atomic force microscope; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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and optical amplification material (Figure 2a and 2b).32 By using the
SPP-enhanced Burstein–Moss (BM) effect, the exciton emission
intensities and recombination rates of the semiconductor are tuned,
and thus, the emission laser wavelength can be tuned (Figure 2c and
2d).33 For the InxGa1-xN-based MOS laser, the emission colours
can be tuned from blue to red. Thus, all colours of plasmonic lasers
with a full visible spectrum were developed (Figure 2e and 2f).34
Nanolasers based on other metal waveguide hybrid structures have
been developed as well.35–38 Other light sources may be usable,39–41
but considering the wavelength-dependent properties, multiplexing
and parallel data transfer with only one waveguide, nanolasers are
the top priority. One of the most important (and yet to be tackled)
problems is to efficiently interface a plasmonic laser and a plasmonic
waveguide, whose configuration is amenable for realisation of func-
tional components.
Electric SPP modulator as an adaptor for electric circuits and clocks
The light frequency is so high that we cannot directly use it as an oscil-
lating clock or signal input as 0 and 1. We must integrate traditional
electric components and define the strong and weak light intensities as
0 and 1 for clock and data input. Several modulators are proposed.42
Figure 3a shows an electronically controlled ultracompact SPP abs-
orption modulator. It can be operated beyond 100 Gbit s21 and is only
limited by resistance-capacity time constants. It is composed of a stack
of metal / insulator / metal-oxide / metal layers. It is operated by
directly modulating the electron carrier density of the metal-oxide
layer.43 Figure 3b shows a waveguide embedded (WEB) plasmon
laser, which imports 70% of the radiation into a semiconductor wave-
guide. This structure integrates plasmonic and electronic components,
and thus, it electrically modulates and multiplexes light into the
waveguide.44 Figure 3c shows a compact, high-speed SPP phase
modulator that consists of a slot plasmonic waveguide filled with
non-linear electro-optic polymer. It uses the Pockels effect of the
non-linear polymer and is modulated by applying voltage on two sides
of the slot. The operation speed is as high as 40 Gbit s21, and it is
thermally stable up to 856C.45 It is a highly suitable device for an
integrated circuit clock. Considering the losses of the waveguide and
compact integration, highly non-linear materials for the modulator
are preferred. Other mechanisms based on nanoscale modulators can
also be integrated into SPP devices.46,47
SPP logic gates as basic components of digital circuits
As core parts of plasmonic-based integrated circuits, the fundamental
elementary logic gates for processing data are highly essential.
Whether these logic gates can be fabricated or not will directly influ-
ence the final realisation of the nanochip. Yan et al. proposed all-
optical AND OR gates based on photon–plasmon coupling in the
organic-metal NW heterojunctions. The gates were fabricated through
selective growth of 4,49-bis-anthracene molecules on the ends of NWs.
By controlling the polarisation of the incident laser, the output light at
the wire end can be controlled (Figure 4a).48 Wei et al. demonstrated
the possibility of fabricating these Boolean logic gates.49,50 Branched
Ag NW structures were adopted, as shown in Figure 4b. There are two
input terminals, denoted I1 and I2, and one output terminal, denoted
O. A laser beam was split into two beams and illuminated at I1 and I2
to excite SPP modes in NW. The phase difference between the two
excitation beams can be controlled by a Babinet–Soleil Compensator.
The emission intensity at the output end O oscillates between a max-
imum and minimum value when the relative phase difference
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Figure 2. (a) The plasmonic laser consists of a CdS semiconductor NW on top of a silver substrate with an MgF2 spacer. (b) Laser oscillation and threshold
characteristics of plasmonic and photonic lasers (Figure 2a and 2b reproduced with permission: Ref. 32  2009, NPG). (c) A schematic of the NW laser devices.
(d) An illustration of the various effects on the band gap energy of non-doped semiconductor NWs (Figure 2c and 2d reproduced with permission: Ref. 33  2013,
ACS). (e) All-colour InGaN/GaN nanorod plasmonic lasers. The inset shows the SEM image. (f) All-colour, single-mode lasing images observed from single nanorods
with an emission line width of 4 nm (Figure 2e and 2f reproduced with permission: Ref. 34  2014, ACS). NW, nanowire; SEM, scanning electron microscope.
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of the ratio of maximum to minimum intensity at O can be greater
than 10, which enables the maximum and minimum output intens-
ities to be denoted as ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ states, respectively. This provides
a convenient way to achieve logic gates in nanophotonic circuits.
Based on that work, they constructed cascaded logic gates in nano-
photonic plasmon networks, as shown in Figure 4b(ii). There are
two branches cascaded that work as NOT and OR gates, so the func-
tion of the output end corresponds to a NOR gate. This result
paves the way for the development of novel nanophotonic on-chip
processors. The NOT logic gate can also be constructed by using ring
resonator waveguides and modulating the radius of the rings
(Figure 4c).51
SPP routers and tri-state gates as components of multiplexers
and BUS
For a pure plasmonic chip or an integrated chip with both electronic
and plasmonic components, a router is necessary for a BUS with
signal exchange. A tri-state gate is necessary as well because in the
circuit, a third state apart from ‘on’ and ‘off’ is needed. A state of ‘no
input’ is needed so that the signals from the other components are
not disturbed. In an electronic BUS, parallel data exchange requires
one wire for each bit, whereas in a plasmonic wire data exchange,
only one wire is needed for parallel transferring because only one
plasmonic waveguide can support different wavelengths of light
simultaneously and manipulate them independently, which makes
it a good candidate for a router in a plasmonic circuit. It is easy to
construct multiplexers and BUSs with the tri-state gate and router.
Kim et al. principally constructed a switch that can be used as a tri-
state gate.52,53 By tuning and changing the number of equal transition
frequencies of quantum dots coupled to one-dimensional SPP wave-
guide, the transmission and reflection of a single plasmon can be
switched on or off (Figure 5a). Chang et al. also developed a single
photon transistor that can act as a non-linear two-photon switch for
the SPPs propagating on an NW. The propagation of the SPPs on a
wire waveguide can be altered by the interaction of the SPP and single
two-level emitter. For lower power, because the SPPs excite the emit-
ters and cause it to reemit, there is a phase difference, and thus, the
SPP can be reflected with high efficiency (Figure 5b(i)).54 Thus, the
single emitter behaves as a saturable mirror because it cannot scatter
more than one photon at one time. An ideal single phototransistor
can be developed through a multilevel emitter (Figure 5b(ii)).
Using this principle, a single photon tri-state gate is developed. In
addition, a nanoplasmonic router was designed by Fang, as shown in
Figure 5c.55 For a branched wire structure, using lasers to illuminate
one end of the wire, through varying the illuminating polarisation,
the light can be controlled to emit from end 2 or 3. Moreover, if two
lasers with different wavelengths, 633 and 785 nm, were focused at
the same end of the structure, then rotating the polariser, a 633 nm
laser will come out mainly from end 2 and a 785 nm laser will come
out mainly from end 3. Such routers supporting multi-wavelength
modes meet the requirement of transferring data in parallel with only





















































































Figure 3. (a) (i) The structure of a surface plasmon polariton absorption modulator. The active section consists of a stack of silver (Ag), indium tin oxide (ITO) and SiO2
layers. The absorption coefficient of the SPP is modulated by applying a voltage between the two silver electrodes. The insets show how a photonic mode in a silicon
strip waveguide excites an SPP. (ii) Predicted ER for the strong electric fields obtained from the theory using fit parameter vp 5 0.8 3 vp0 and c 5 2.3 3 c0, where vp0
and c0 are plasma and collision frequencies of ITO (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 43  2011, OSA). (b) (i) Diagram of a waveguide embedded (WEB)
plasmon laser that is optically pumped. (ii) WEB plasmon lasers are straightforward to assemble into integrated arrays. Here, five WEB plasmon laser devices are
assembled from the same CdS strip crossing five silver strips with widths of 1 mm. Spectra of these five WEB plasmon lasers covering a 12 nm range are shown above
(Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 44  2012, ACS). (c) (i) Diagram of the plasmonic phase modulator. It employs tapered silicon NW waveguides. (ii) SEM
image of the plasmonic phase modulator before coating with an electro-optic polymer layer. The inset shows the coupling between the silicon NW taper and waveguide
slot (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 45  2014, NPG). ER, extinction ratio; NW, nanowire; SEM, scanning electron microscope; SPP, surface plasmon
polariton; WEB, waveguide embedded.
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Figure 4. (a) Realisation of the photonic logic processing. (i) PL microscopy images under the excitations of four different combinations of the two polarised inputs. Red
arrows indicate thepolarisationdirectionsof the two laserbeams.Here,1and0 weredefined according to the intensitiesof thescattered SPPs. (ii) Thebasic logic gatebuilt
with two simultaneous inputs and one output signal, summary of optical logic operations for AND and OR gates and the scattering spectra of SPPs at the O-terminal under
the excitations shown in (i). T1 and T2 represent the thresholds for the OR and AND gates, respectively (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 482012, WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). (b) Branched NW as an optical logic gate. (i) Optical image and scattering intensity at output end O as a function of phase delay between two
incident beams (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 49  2011, NPG). (ii) Diagram of a NOR logic gate built using cascaded OR and NOT gates (top) and optical
image of designed Ag NW structure (bottom) (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 50  2011, ACS). (c) A plasmonic NOT gate structure. (i) The magnetic field






























































































































































Figure 5. (a) (i) Diagram of a system consisting of a single plasmon and n equally spaced QDs coupled to a metal NW. ti and ri are the transmission and reflection
amplitudes at the place zi, respectively. (ii) Transmission spectra of a propagating plasmon interacting with n QDs (Vi 5 1.0125 v0, i 5 1, 2, …, n) versus vk for phases
kL 5 0.1 p, where the frequency is in units of v0 ; 2 png/L and J 5 1024 v0 (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 53  2014, Springer). (b) (i) Two-level emitter
interacting with the NW. States | gæ and | eæ are coupled via the surface-plasmon modes with a strength g. The interaction leads to reflected and transmitted light of a
single SPP on the wire. (ii) A gate pulse consisting of zero or one photon is split equally in counter-propagating directions and coherently stored using an impedance-
matched control field V(t). The storage results in a spin flip conditioned on the photon number. A subsequent incident signal field is either transmitted or reflected
depending on the photon number of the gate pulse, owing to the sensitivity of the propagation to the internal state of the emitter (Figure reproduced with permission:
Ref. 54  2007, NPG). (c) An Ag nanobranch waveguide router. (i) Optical image of the nanobranch excited by a laser (top) and corresponding SEM image (bottom).
(ii) The spectra collected from wire end 3 (top) and 2 (bottom) when the incident polarisation angle is 406(Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 55  2010, ACS).
(d) (i) Pseudocolor topographical image, and near-field optical images at 1450 nm and 1485 nm. (ii) Normalised cross sections obtained from near-field images
(Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 56  2007, ACS). NW, nanowire; QD, quantum dot; SEM, scanning electron microscope; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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with milled waveguide-ring resonator grooves has been realised earl-
ier as well (Figure 5d).56
SPP plasmonic MZI as a switch and adaptor for gates
To complete an optical nanochip, a switch at the nanometre scale is
essential for enabling or disabling the function of a component or turn-
ing the signal on and off. Conventional optical switches are excluded due
to their large physical size, which makes them incompatible with the
nanochip. A traditional complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
transistor transistor-based electronic switch is too slow for the plasmonic
circuit, which makes the circuit similar to traditional electronics. Thus, a
new type of switch is required. Based on a local non-linear MIM plas-
monic MZI waveguides, Wu et al. proposed an all optical switch
(Figure 6a).57 The local Kerr-type non-linear MIM plasmonic MZI
waveguide is used in this switching structure because of its large third-
order non-linear susceptibility and ultrafast response properties. By
properly fixing the input signal power and changing the control power,
the output signal beam will exhibit the switching effect. Ming et al.
proposed a resonance coupling-based plasmonic switch. It is composed
of a single gold nanorod and a surrounding photochromic dye
(Figure 6b).58 The entire component is less than 100 nm. It is controlled
by ultraviolet light. The modulation depth of the plasmonic switch
reaches 7.2 dB. The estimated laser power and energy required for oper-
ating a single-nanorod plasmonic switch are 13 pW and 39 pJ, respect-
ively. Other plasmonic switches have also been developed to interfere
with PSPPs based on phase controlling.59
In addition to constructing a switch, MZI is also critical in plasmo-
nic devices. It is useful and self-stable in the circuit, many important
parts have phase and polarisation interfering principles. The plasmo-
nic logic gates are highly sensitive to the wire connection position
because of the phase delays on the wire. This is different to simple
research in the laboratory, where the input light phase or position can
be well controlled; in large-scale fabrication, small mistakes can cause
total failure of the entire circuit. With an MZI, the phase of the
connection can be fine-tuned in some components. Such hybrids
MZIs composed of dielectric fibres and metal NWs or pure metal
NWs have been proposed for sensing applications,60,61 and they are
highly useful in plasmonic circuits. The fringes of a free space range
(FSR) can be theoretically calculated by the following equation:
FSR ~ l2= L1n1 { L2n2ð Þ ð1Þ
As illustrated in Figure 6c(i), due to the favourable wave-guiding
properties of plasmonic NW waveguides, e.g., tight confinement and
field enhancement, the NW MZI offers great potential for ultracom-
pact functional components and optical sensors (Figure 6c). The
waveguiding properties of Au NWs for plasmonic sensing in liquids
are different; thus, the plasmonic MZI can be used to measure the
phase shift introduced by the index changes of the surroundings.
All optical logic discriminators were also developed by adopting
the plasmonic bandgap engineering (Figure 6d). The nanoslit and
left plasmonic crystal constructed a wideband and unidirectional
SPP light source. The right plasmonic crystal performed the function
of wavelength discrimination. The SPPs are reflected or pass through
the plasmonic crystal according to their wavelengths, which represent
a logic state of ‘0’ or ‘1’. This is useful in the signal routing in
plasmonic BUS. In addition, the wavelength-selective properties of
plasmonic waveguides and other waveguides are also usable in the
BUS system.62,63
SPP waveguide detector as an interface to an electric circuit
The principle of the plasmonic circuit is consistent with traditional
electronics, and the two types must be integrated together to adapt
existing electronic devices. Thus, it is important to convert the plas-
monic signal to electric signals. Metallic NW plasmonic waveguides
offer opportunities to carry optical signals and electric currents
through the same metal circuitry, and thus, they have the ability to
merge electronics and photonics on the same chip, where they can take
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Figure 6. (a) Magnetic field distributions of signal light with switching (i) off and (ii) on.57 (Figure reproduced courtesy of The Electromagnetics Academy).
(b) Switching dynamics of a representative Au nanorod. (i) Contour plot showing the evolution of the scattering spectra. (ii) Scattering spectra of the Au nanorod
acquired when the ultraviolet laser illumination is off (black) and on (red). (iii) Scattering intensity modulation depth versus wavelength. (iv) Variation of the scattering
peak wavelength with time. (v) Variation of the scattering intensity with time. The scattering intensity is integrated from 610 nm to 630 nm, as indicated by the green
shaded region in (iv) and (v) (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 58 2010, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA). (c) (i) Diagram of a proposed sensor with an
MZI. (ii) Dependence of the change in the propagation constant (Db) of Au NWs on the molar concentration of benzene (C) in aqueous solution, with nanowire
diameters of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 nm. The wavelength of light used here is 660 nm (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 612014, IEEE). (d) All of the optical
logic discriminators (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 17  2014, Springer).
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high speed, and high bandwidth of photonic circuits. Therefore, the
integration of plasmonic waveguides with electrical circuits is of great
significance. Falk et al. reported an electrical SPP detection technique
based on the near-field coupling between guided plasmons and an NW
field-effect transistor.64 The experimental schematic is shown in
Figure 7a. The propagating SPP modes in Ag NW are coupled to
nearby Ge NW detectors. By scanning a focused laser beam across a
Ag–Ge crossbar device, the current (I) through the Ge NW as a func-
tion of the laser spot position was recorded. The ratio of detected
charges to the number of SPPs reaching the Ag–Ge junction is defined
as the plasmon-to-charge conversion efficiency (g), which is approxi-
mately 0.1 electrons per plasmon. This efficiency can be improved to
approximately 50 electrons per plasmon using a plasmonic gating
effect, where the Ag NW works as both the plasmonic waveguide
and an electrical gate for the Ge NW. This device is in nanoscale and
demonstrates the possibility of future on-chip optoelectronic devices. The
detector was also built as an MIM waveguide combined with a fast slit
metal-semiconductor-metal photodetector (Figure 7b).65 Goykhman et al.
even proposed a more suitable on-chip silicon surface plasmon Schottky
detector based on the groove waveguide structure (Figure 7c).66 The
advantage of this detector is that it can be easily integrated with the other
components with the traditional fabrication technique. They realised effi-
ciency of 0.25 and 13.3 mA W21 at the wavelengths of 1.55 and 1.31 mm,
which are the working wavelengths of modern fibre communication.
TOWARDS A PLASMONIC CIRCUIT
Prototype for an SPP waveguide-based nanochip
Based on plasmonic waveguides, we have reviewed plasmon nanolasers,
nanomodulators, plasmonic gates, plasmonic tri-state gates, routers, plas-
monic switches, plasmonic repeaters and plasmonic detectors. The
research on these devices indicates that we can nearly construct an entire
plasmonic circuit. Here, we refer the entire plasmonic circuit not only as a
simple, basic component, but an integrated chip with complete function,
such as a D/A convertor, a comparer, an integrated operational amplifier,
or even a single-chip microcomputer (SCM) with a central processing
unit (CPU). We now follow the traditional electronic circuit67 to con-
struct the plasmonic circuit but not to develop a total new circuit, such as
quantum computation. In such a circuit or CPU, all of the binary math-
ematics and principles can be used directly, and the components are
sufficient to construct a CPU in principal (Figure 8). According to prin-
ciple of the electronic digital chips, a simple arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
chip (e.g. SN74181) with simple arithmetic and logic function can be
constructed with the basic AND, OR, NOT gates. Several simple ALU
chips and multiplexer can be used to construct a powerful ALU. Registers
are composed of D flip-flops, which can be constructed with the three
basic gates as well. A complex CPU thus can be constructed with very
simple components. The speed of such a chip is still limited by the
electronic-plasmon switch. However, by replacing all of the basic com-
ponents with plasmonic ones, electronic switching will be significantly
reduced with only input and output connection left. Thus, the processing
speed is increased by thousands of times.
Barriers and outlook
Simple integrated SPP waveguide-based circuits have already been
described recently. Burgoes et al. proposed a complex router of plas-
mon v groove guide networks (Figure 9a). Huang et al. described an
electrically driven nanoscale light-emitting diode (LED) that can work
as a nanoscale plasmonic source to excite plasmon in the metallic
waveguide through gap plasmon mode as shown in Figure 9b.16
They also demonstrated a nanoscale T-splitter using this source.
These results facilitate the integration of electrically driven sources
and plasmonic circuits such as routers, with splitting at the sub-wave-
length scale. A routing and detection of SPPs on slot waveguide has
also been fabricated by Ly-Gagnon et al.68
The fundamental functional components for a CPU chip are almost
available now, but the applicable nanophotonic circuits are still far
from what is desired—a real integrated device. The common fast-
response electronic devices are typically on the nanosecond time scale.
Recently, researchers have developed a 100 GHz detector based on
graphene electronics.69 However, the integrated complex electronics
will still be GHz speed because many switches decay the response in
each individual component. Other methods, such as quantum com-
putation, are considered to be the best way to overcome this barrier.
However, there are many problems that need to be solved, and those
problems are more difficult than those associated with plasmonic
devices. As we shall see in the review, all of the basic components
are there, and they can be used in simple ways—only a small number
of waveguides is needed to build a functional device, although the
electronics are more complex. The simple structure of the plasmonic
device will make the device more compact, and the number of basic
functional components will be greatly reduced. Thus, the time delay
only comes from the input, output and SPPs propagating time along
the guides. Although there are electronic switches in the input and


















Figure 7. (a) Diagram of the electrical plasmon detector with a nanowire field-effect transistor using electron–hole pair generation and separation in the detector
(Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 64  2009, NPG). (b) Plasmon (far-field) excitation, propagation in a dielectric gap between metal films, and detection by a
semiconductor. The plasmonic waveguide consists of a gold (100 nm)/hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ; 90 nm)/gold (160 nm) layer stack (Figure reproduced with
permission: Ref. 65  2009, NPG). (c) SEM image of the on-chip nanoscale silicon surface-plasmon Schottky photodetector (Figure reproduced with permission:
Ref. 66  2011, ACS). SEM, scanning electron microscope.
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Figure 9. (a) Plasmonic circuit made of nanogaps (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 15  2014, ACS). (b) Plasmonic circuit made of nanogaps with quantum
wells as a light source (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 16  2014, NPG). (c) (i) Diagrams of the CdSe NB/Al2O3/Ag hybrid plasmonic waveguides in
compensation mode as a plasmonic repeater and SEM image of one structure. (ii) Optical images corresponding to a probe signal of photoluminescence (PL) with or
without the pump, and time trace of the output intensity at the emission end marked with dashed circles on the left (Figure reproduced with permission: Ref. 71 
2013, NPG). (d) (i) SEM image with topographical and (ii) near-field optical images (26 3 21 mm2) taken at l > 1425 and 1600 nm. (iii) Cross sections obtained with
the optical images shown in (ii) by using ,3-mm-long averaging windows along straight groove regions before and after the S bend (Figure reproduced with permission:
Ref. 74  2006, AIP). (e) Slot waveguide fabrication sequence and experimental set-up. Ag is evaporated on one side of a Si3N4 membrane before focused ion-beam
milling is used to define the waveguide core (the nitride remaining between the tracks). The exposed nitride is then coated with Ag, and the output slit is milled. The
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Figure 8. Prototype of a plasmonic circuit. Each functional part can be built from one or more previously described components.
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step) would depend on the speed of the electronic-plasmonic switch.
The delay from the plasmonic waveguide is negligible, as the propaga-
tion speed is still in the magnitude of light speed. Thus, the future of
plasmonic devices is bright, and their realisation in near.
In such a plasmonic circuit, the bandwidth will be extremely
increased. Usually for a plasmonic waveguide, it works in a very broad
wavelength range, and lasers are used to communicate. Even though
some router components are wavelength dependent, the routable
wavelengths in a small range for the same route by one router are still
possible in the threshold level. Considering the narrow width of the
laser line, the bandwidth would be very large for even one waveguide.
If several wavelength ranges are operating synergistically (parallel data
transmission with only one guide), the bandwidth would be consid-
erably large only with one waveguide. The evaluation of the plasmonic
chip bandwidth is comparable to the optical silicon chip, which is
done by Miller.70
Realisation of the tremendous potential of SPP-based nanopho-
tonic circuits will depend on resolving several serious issues, such as
the implementation of functional components within the limitations
imposed by inevitable SPP propagation losses, and efficient coupling
between nanoscale waveguides.
Energy loss and power compensation
Energy attenuation is always a problem, in both electronic and
plasmonic circuits. Ditlbacher and co-workers investigated surface
plasmon modes in chemically prepared Ag NW and found that
the scattering loss is practically eliminated with these modes on
monocrystalline NWs, resulting in unexpectedly large propagation
lengths.12 The propagation loss can be described by the surface plas-
mon propagation length over which the intensity of the SPP decreases
to 1/e of the initial value. In some studies, the propagation length can
reach 1 mm. The propagation of SPPs on metal waveguides is also
affected by other factors, such as the spacer and dielectric medium in
the gaps. However, the attenuation arising from absorption in the
metal will be significant if the length of the guide is tens of kilometres
in total anagogic to electronic chips. Therefore, to design SPP-based
devices, it is important to relay the signals. Even in the simplest chips, a
power supply is needed.
Compared with the gate voltage and current supply in the transis-
tors (converting signal between current and voltage) in electronic
chips, the signal processing in a plasmonic circuit can be integrated
with a repeater and switch, as only propagated light intensity and
polarisation is needed for the signal. Such a repeater was developed
simply by using quantum dots as a signal amplifying material and by
shining excitation light on the wire waveguide. The developed repeater
can maintain the properties of the input signal. Figure 9c shows
that CdSe nanobelt/Al2O3/Ag hybrid plasmonic waveguides allow
for efficient broadband loss compensation of propagating hybrid plas-
monic signals of different polarisations using an optical pump and
probe technique.71 With an internal gain coefficient of 6755 cm21
under ambient conditions, nearly 100% of the propagation loss of
TM-dominant plasmonic signals is compensated. Based on this prop-
erty, a plasmonic repeater for amplifying the signals during propaga-
tion is developed. The amplification of long-range surface plasmons
on a symmetric metal stripe by a dipolar gain medium has also
been realised by Leon et al. The measure mode power gain is
8.55 dB mm21.72 The repeater can be fabricated in such a way: first
isolate the connections of the waveguides with other dielectric mater-
ial, and then put signal-amplifying material in the middle part of the
waveguides. Thus, excitation light can be shined on the entire device.
Such light compensation devices in groove waveguide is also very
necessary in the future integration, and need further research.
Energy attenuation from the bending part of the guide is also extre-
mely important. It is the most lossy part aside from the far field emission
of the junctions. Wang’s study shows that the loss is dependent on the
radius of the bending.73 However, in the groove guide, after two bends,
the signal is still sufficiently strong for detection (Figure 9d).74
In the integrated complex plasmonic circuit, the main energy con-
sumption comes from the scattering of the junction, the heating loss,
and the amplification materials for the light sources. One cannot avoid
the heating loss, but compared with the scattering of the junctions, the
other losses are very little. A total reflective dielectric cover on the
junction can considerably reduce the energy waste. Even though, com-
pared with the electronic chips, the total energy consumption of plas-
monic chip is expected much lower, because all of the operations are
just SPs propagating and interference (most of the connection and
functional parts are gold, which has high conductivity). One topic to
be addressed in the near future is single-plasmon75 switching and
routing, which may make the devices even simpler and lower energy
consumption, and the light compensation may not be necessary.
Integration of different components
If one constructs a complex plasmonic device, e.g., a simple ALU with
just basic functionality, the units reviewed above are in principal
already enough. However, it is difficult to arrange them correctly.
These components are fabricated in a laboratory individually, and
most of them are controlled by external methods. There are compo-
nents for phase delay, polarisation control and coupling position
control through an external tool, such as a microscope or scanning
near-field optical microscope (SNOM), with other macro-optical
components, such as polarisers. In particular, the polarisation-based
components are defined under the microscope, and the polarisation is
measured on the plane parallel to the substrate.76 It will be different at
the junction and when measured from the next components if they are
integrated. The functions of these components are mainly unknown
before the measurements. When the components are integrated
together on a chip, the polarisation-controlled ones are not suitable,
even though there are some declared nanopolarisers.77 Considering
the integration, the intensity is currently the best way (based on the
principle introduced above) to define the signals ‘0’ and ‘1’. The com-
ponents are based on the interference of SPPs and controlled by the
phase and excitation of different basic modes of the SPP waveguides.
The phase (to realise the correct function) can be tuned by using an
MZI with external material on one arm. The excitation of different
modes can be controlled through excitation wavelengths and exciting
positions (which are related to the fabrication). However, those com-
ponents introduced above mainly work at specific wavelengths.58 How
to make them compatible with several fixed wavelengths remains an
unresolved issue.
Table 1 Comparison of different plasmonic waveguides for a circuit.
Waveguide type Chemical synthesised wire Slot (MIM hybrid strips) Strip V-shaped metal dielectric groove Wedge Particle chain
Energy loss Low Middle High Middle Middle Very high
Fabrication for integration Very hard Easy Easy Easy Harder Hard
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Fabrication
This is the most difficult part: fabrication. The components intro-
duced above are based on different SPP waveguides: NWs, grooves,
wedges, slots, strips, slabs, MIMs, wire-film hybrid structures and
more. In an integration procedure, it is not possible to put all of the
different waveguides together; it is better to use one technique.
Chemically synthesised wire components are fabricated through
micro-manipulation, but it is impossible to use such a tool to make
an integrated chip to manipulate kilometres of wires one by one.
This will remain impossible unless some technique can grow single
crystal metal wires on designed pattern on a substrate. The other
waveguides are suitable for integration fabrication. Microfabricated
nanostrips have rough surfaces and scatter a significant amount of
light. It is possible to fabricate ultra-smooth wedges without using
chemically synthesised single crystal particles,78,79 but the processing
is extremely complex. Currently, the grooves and slots are good can-
didates. MIM layers are useful as well because multilayer component
structures (such as electronic chips) cannot be completely avoided
(Figure 9e).80 This is also another way to amplify the signals by putting
optical amplification materials between metal layers and shining light
through the MIM guide. It is also easier to fabricate high-quality
groove or slot waveguides because one can obtain ultra-smooth
grooves or slots by etching a single crystal silicon substrate and evap-
orating high-quality films.78,79,81–83 In such whole groove or slot
integration, the hybrid wire/spacer/film laser is still usable, as it does
not require many laser sources. Some advantages and disadvantages of
different SPP waveguides are listed in Table 1. In addition, circuits
based on full grooves or slots require redesigning and testing certain
components. For example, they require replacing the NW-based
repeater with a groove-based repeater.
SUMMARY
This paper provides a comprehensive overview of the basic mech-
anism and propagating properties of PSPPs, and it describes recent
progress in applicable SPP-based nanophotonic components and
devices. The fundamental properties are nearly clear, and the applic-
able nanophotonic circuits are further developed but still far from
what are desired—a real integrated device that can be used in actual
optoelectronic devices. Because the basic components (NW-based
laser, BUS router, switch, adder, NAND gate) are already available,
the future of nanophotonics is bright. One topic to be addressed in the
near future is single-photon switching and routing. Single photons do
not ‘talk’ to each other, but efforts are under way to use plasmon-
mediated interactions for this purpose. It is also possible that hybrid
excitation that combines photons and electrons will be the carrier of
future quantum information systems.84
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